EPIC FREE WEIGHT
SMITH MACHINE

MODEL # F211

STRENGTH EPIC FREE WEIGHT
By eliminating the crossbar, Freemotion has created an easy walk-in/workout tool that helps members get results.
The EPIC Smith Machine has a 82.5 in (209.5 cm) bar height and 51 in (129 cm) squatting and pressing range to
fit people of all sizes. Built-in safety stops ratchet the barbell into place before and after each lift while plate holders
near the bar racks make loading and unloading easy and also create convenient storage space.

EPIC FREE WEIGHT SMITH MACHINE
PRODUCT FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

WALK-THROUGH DESIGN

By eliminating the crossbar, members can easily walk-into the machine. And the open design creates
a convenient area for a bench under the bar.

Workout Area

35.39 ft² (3.29 m²)

Standard Frame

Platinum Sparkle
(Black River - Optional)

Product Dimensions
(LxWxH)

56 x 91 x 94 in
(142.2 x 231.1 x 238.7 cm)

Shipping Dimensions
(LxWxH)

Box 1: 22.6 x 92.5 x 5.9 in
(57.4 x 234.9 x 14.9 cm)
Box 2: 57 x 96 x 5.3 in
(144.7 x 243.8 x 13.4 cm)
Box 3: 57 x 96 x 5.3 in
(144.7 x 243.8 x 13.4 cm)

Shipping Weight

Box 1: 200 lbs (90.7 kg)
Box 2: 242.5 lbs (109.9 kg)
Box 3: 24.5 lbs (11.1 kg)

Regulatory Approval

EN957, CE

SAFETY FIRST

Quick positioning is easy with ratchets and pop-pin functionality.

SHIELDED CONSTRUCTION

Cables, linear shafting and safety stop are shielded for safer usability.

EXTENDED TRAVEL

With a maximum of 82.5 in (209.5 cm) of bar height, the Smith Machine exceeds 51 in (129 cm) of
squatting and pressing range of motion to accommodate users of various heights.

PLATE LOAD DESIGN

Plate holders are positioned near the bar racks for easy loading and unloading.

BOLT-DOWN HOLES

For added safety, this Smith Machine can be bolted to the floor through pre-drilled holes.

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION

The Smith Machine is built with heavy-duty steel. It’s also electro-statically powder-coated for a
commercial, sleek finish.

CUSTOMIZABLE COLOR OPTIONS

A variety of color options are available to match your gym or specific color preferences. A surcharge
may apply.
WARRANT Y US AND INTERNATIONAL
10 Year Frame | 3 Year Bearings and Pulleys
1 Year Cables and Labor | 120 Days Upholstery, Handles and Accessories
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